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	Textfeld 5: Does The National Supply of Primary Care Physicians in the U.S. Influence Mammography Recommendation and Utilization?
	Textfeld 6:      Implementation of The Affordable Care Act (ACA) in 2014 raised concerns that the supply of physicians would not match the increase in demand for health care.  There are predictions of major impending shortfalls in the number of primary care doctors within certain regions of the U.S.   A shortage of primary care physicians could impede access to breast cancer prevention services.  A growing literature has examined the supply of primary care physicians as a predictor of breast cancer care, and of mammography use in particular.  These studies investigate the association between breast cancer outcomes and physician density in the U.S., as well as in other countries including Canada, Germany and France.  Taken together, the findings on the importance of physician supply for improving access to preventive breast cancer care is mixed.  
	Textfeld 7: In the United States, primary care physicians do not perform mammography. Rather, a primary care physician referral is usually needed for a woman to obtain a mammogram. In this paper, using data from a large, nationally representative sample linked with contextual data containing detailed, primary care physician information, I investigate the determinants of a mammography recommendation received during a doctor’s visit, separately from those factors associated with mammography use.   
	Textfeld 8: This study used restricted geocodes (state, county and Census tract identifiers) associated with the respondent’s addresses as given in the 2005 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) and the 2005 Cancer Control Supplement (CCS) to link primary care physician information from three different sets of Primary Care Service Area (PCSA) data, from the years 2005 and 2006. Statistical inspection of household files of individuals in the NHIS that were linked to PCSA data,  required that the analysis be undertaken at a secure Research Data Center (RDC), (i.e. the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) in Hyattsville, MD) after approval by a NCHS review board.  Bivariate analyses were used initially to examine the association between PCSA predictors and mammography recommendation receipt, as well as mammography use. Multivariate logistic regression analyses provided further information on factors independently associated with receipt of a mammography recommendation, and use of breast cancer screening. 
	Textfeld 9: Using PCSA physician data linked, for the first time, to the addresses of NHIS respondents, I find a pattern of positive association between the supply of primary care physicians and the receipt of a screening recommendation, or getting a mammography. These results were generally robust across specifications in which a variety of PCSA measures of physician density, other health care inputs (i.e. federal health clinics), and indicators of PCSA poverty or MUA disadvantage were added to, or removed from the model.  Physician supply indicators were not attenuated  by the inclusion of individual-level physician utilization, further indicating the importance of physician supply across the two outcome measures. In tests where the excluded category was women who lived in PCSAs with over 3000 people per primary care physician, a 1000-3000 population per primary care doctor was associated with a higher likelihood of visiting a doctor within the last year and receiving a mammogram recommendation.  An increased ratio of IMG Ob-Gyn to U.S. trained Ob-Gyns was associated with lower, reported mammography use. A strong association between residence
	Textfeld 10: Getting a doctor’s recommendation and utilizing mammography are two parts of a complex health care decision.  Despite the evidence showing that greater numbers of PCMDs increase recommendation receipt and mammography use, some PCSA contextual predictors were of lower significance and had less explanatory power in the estimations, when compared to characteristics associated with individual respondents.  There was evidence of “multiplicative disadvantage,”  consistent with other established research on the influence of individual-level factors on breast cancer-related outcomes.  It is largely Asian American, unmarried women, those without a usual source of care, residing in families with low/poverty-level incomes, and no health insurance coverage, who were less likely to receive the effective, preventive, breast cancer care they need.  One achievement of The Affordable Care Act is the expansion of health insurance coverage to more people.  The ACA mandates mammograms, and screenings for cervical cancer without a co-pay or deductible, and also makes colorectal cancer screening more available for those on Medicare or those aged 50-75.  
	Textfeld 20: Gorey, K. M., Luginaah, I. N., Hamm, C., Balagurusamy, M., & Holowaty, E. J. (2011). The supply of physicians and care for breast cancer in Ontario and California, 1998 to 2006. Canadian Journal of Rural Medicine, 16(2), 47.    Heisler, E. J. (2013).  Physician Supply and the Affordable Care Act. Congressional Research Service (CRC). Congressional Research Service 7-5700 www.crs.gov R42029 .  http://op.bna.com/hl.nsf/id/myon-93zpre/$File/crsdoctor.pdf  B


